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Ram pickup trucks are known, first and foremost, for their outstanding capabilities. 
Ram pickup trucks are built to meet and exceed your needs on and off the 
worksite. No matter what kind of project you’re working on, there’s a light-duty, 
medium-duty, or heavy-duty Ram pickup truck that’s up for the job.

There are four main Ram pickup trucks to choose from which can cater to pickup 
truck drivers of all kinds. In this Buyer’s Guide to Ram Trucks, you’ll get a detailed 
overview of these four key models:

 • The 2019 Ram 1500 Pickup Truck
 • The 2019 Ram 2500 Pickup Truck
 • The 2019 Ram 3500 Pickup Truck
 • The 2019 Ram Chassis Cab

In this guide, you’ll get a better look at the capabilities of these four models,  
what they have in common, how they differ, and more to help you zero in on the 
one that makes the most sense for your needs. Read ahead to learn more about 
Ram pickup trucks!
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2019 Ram 1500 Pickup Truck 

First and foremost, the 2019 Ram 1500 leads the pack when it comes to capability. 
This model offers two powerful engines, one of which pumps out up to 410 lb-ft of 
torque. With this kind of power and the Ram 1500’s Trailer-Tow option group, this 
model can move all kinds of things including:

 • Large recreational boats for weekends on the water with the family
 • All but the biggest camping trailers including pop-ups and hard-side trailers
 • Multi-horse trailers for transporting your animals safely & confidently
 • Box trailers that are designed for transporting race cars & large ATVs
 • The largest utility trailers that you can pack with boxes & furniture for moving

On top of being able to tow plenty of weight behind the vehicle, the Ram 1500 
offers an expansive long box option that exceeds more than six feet in length.  
Haul more than 2,000 pounds in the bed and get all your cargo loaded up with 
ease thanks to the Multifunction Tailgate which offers unique 60/40 split doors 
that swing out 88 degrees.

In addition to its impressive towing and hauling capabilities, the Ram 1500 also 
excels when it comes to interior comfort and convenience. Inside this model, you’ll 
get an intuitive Uconnect® 12.0 infotainment system with a largest-in-class 12-inch 
touchscreen and a wide variety of capabilities.1

Trim Levels Tradesman, Big Horn, Laramie, Rebel, Laramie Longhorn, Limited

Engine Options 3.6L Pentastar® V6 engine, 5.7L HEMI® V8 engine

Top Power Output 395 horsepower & 410 lb-ft of torque

Towing Capacity Best-in-class 12,750 pounds when properly equipped1

Payload Capacity Up to 2,300 pounds when properly equipped2
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Use this system to follow turn-by-turn navigation, stay connected through  
your favorite apps via Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto™, make hands-free  
phone calls through Bluetooth®, and stream your favorite audio through SiriusXM® 
satellite radio.

In addition to this all encompassing entertainment system, the Ram 1500  
can be equipped with a variety of advanced driver assistive safety features.  
For starters, you can opt for a 360-degree Surround View Camera system as  
well as LaneSense® Lane Departure Warning and Adaptive Cruise Control with 
Stop and Go.

The Ram 1500 also focuses on comfort with more than 45 inches of best-in-class 
rear legroom, class-exclusive reclining rear seats, and class-exclusive rear seat 
fold-down center console.1 Ramp up the comfort even more with leather seating 
surfaces, heated and ventilated front and rear seats, and a dual zone automatic 
climate control system.
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2019 Ram 2500 Pickup Truck 

The 2019 Ram 2500 offers many of the same interior features as the 2019 Ram 
1500 including the Uconnect® 12.0 and a variety of active safety features including 
class-exclusive Forward Collision Warning with Active Braking.3

On top of these features, the Ram 2500 sports a best-in-class center console 
which offers enough room to store a large 15-inch laptop and class-exclusive 
forward fold-flat rear seats.4 Use the latter feature to turn the rear row of seats  
into an expansive area for all kinds of cargo including boxes, suitcases, huge  
hauls of groceries, and much more.

Inside this model, you’ll also be able to envelop yourself and your passengers in 
your favorite audiobooks, podcasts, and songs thanks to this model’s available 
Harman Kardon® Premium Audio System. This system features 17 strategically 
placed speakers, the most speakers available in the segment, as well as a 750-watt 
multi-channel amplifier.4

The Ram 2500 stands apart from the Ram 1500 when it comes to what’s under 
the front hood. This model introduces a powerful 6.7L Cummins® Turbo Diesel I6 
engine that pumps out a whopping 850 lb-ft of torque. With this kind of power, 
you’ll be able to tow nearly 20,000 pounds of trailer weight.2

Trim Levels Tradesman, Big Horn, Power Wagon, Laramie, Laramie Longhorn, Limited

Engine Options 6.7L Cummins® Turbo Diesel I6 engine, 6.4L HEMI® V8 engine

Top Power Output 410 horsepower & 850 lb-ft of torque

Towing Capacity Up to 19,780 pounds when properly equipped2

Payload Capacity Up to 4,050 pounds when properly equipped2
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2019 Ram 3500 Pickup Truck 

The 2019 Ram 3500 pickup truck’s first and main priority is moving as much cargo 
as possible. This heavy-duty pickup truck gives you three engines to choose from 
including a 6.7L High Output Cummins® Turbo Diesel I6 engine to manufactures an 
incredible 1,000 lb-ft of best-in-class torque.8

Thanks to this powerful engine and other proper towing equipment, the Ram 
3500 can move just over 35,000 pounds of trailer weight.6 To ensure that you stay 
steady and confident even when you’re towing the maximum trailer weight, this 
model can also be equipped with an available class-exclusive Rear Auto-Level Air 
Suspension system.6

While you’re hauling all kinds of cargo, you’ll be sitting in the lap of luxury when 
you’re behind the wheel of Ram 3500. Inside two of this model’s trim levels, you 
can opt for class-exclusive 100% leather seating.6 Additionally, you’ll get the same 
expansive class-exclusive center console, reclining rear seats, and forward fold-flat 
rear seats as you’ll find in the Ram 2500.6 

Trim Levels Tradesman, Big Horn, Laramie, Laramie Longhorn, Limited

Engine Options 6.7L High Output Cummins® Turbo Diesel I6 engine, 6.7L Cummins® 

 Turbo Diesel I6 engine, 6.4L HEMI® V8 engine

Top Power Output 410 horsepower & 1,000 lb-ft of torque

Towing Capacity Best-in-class 35,100 pounds when properly equipped6,7

Payload Capacity Best-in-class 7,680 pounds when properly equipped2,7
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2019 Ram Chassis Cab

If you’re looking for a chassis cab that you can customize to fit the needs of your 
business or lifestyle, the 2019 Ram Chassis Cab is the best option for you. This 
model offers two spacious cab options, four CA lengths, and nine wheelbases 
giving you all kinds of upfit options to choose from.

You can upfit this model with large utility boxes that can hold more than 12,000 
pounds of payload weight.2 Move project materials and equipment around the 
worksite with ease or custom fit your Ram Chassis Cab with a multi-horse trailer 
that can haul your animals across the country and back.

Like its heavy-duty brothers, the Ram Chassis Cab is fitted out with all kinds of 
intuitive technology features that will make your job even easier including:

 • The Uconnect® 12.0 with a 12-inch touchscreen display
 • Turn-by-turn navigation with SiriusXM® Traffic Plus & SiriusXM® Travel Link
 • Class-exclusive available 270-degree Surround View Camera9

 • Available class-exclusive Adaptive Forward Lighting System10

To help you get your load properly 
hitched up, the Ram Chassis Cab 
also offers a class-exclusive Trailer 
Reverse Guidance View.9 This 
system comes complete with an 
adjustable display screen view 
of both sides of your truck and 
your trailer to help you maneuver 
into the hitch with grace and 
confidence.
 

Trim Levels Tradesman, SLT, Laramie, Limited

Engine Options 6.7L Cummins® Turbo Diesel I6 engine, 6.4L HEMI® V8 engine

Top Power Output 410 horsepower & 800 lb-ft of torque

Towing Capacity Best-in-class 35,220 pounds when properly equipped5

Payload Capacity 12, 510 pounds when properly equipped2
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Get Behind the Wheel of a Ram Today!

Inside this Buyer’s Guide to Ram Trucks, you got a taste of what the four main 
Ram models on the market today have to offer. As you can see, there’s a lot to love 
about the 2019 Ram 1500, the 2019 Ram 2500, the 2019 Ram 3500, and the 2019 
Ram Chassis Cab.

While these models have quite a bit of common ground when it comes to 
technology—like with their intuitive infotainment systems and state-of-the-art 
active safety features—it’s clear that each Ram model is meant for a different  
kind of job.

Depending on what your needs are, one Ram vehicle may be a better fit for  
you than another. After reading through this guide, you should have a better  
idea of which one that is. Now, it’s time to get behind the wheel and confirm it 
with a test drive.

Locate your nearest Ram dealership and give them a call. One of their 
knowledgeable sales professionals will be able to get you set up for a test drive. 
Enjoy your experience behind the wheel of the powerful Ram pickup truck of  
your choice!
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1 Class based on Light-Duty pickups.
2 When properly equipped. See dealer for details.
3 Class based on 250/2500 Pickups. This system is an alert system for the front of the vehicle. It is a 

substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware of traffic conditions and be 

prepared to use brakes to avoid a collision.
4 Class based on 250/2500 pickups.
5 When equipped with diesel engine. See dealer for details.
6 Class based on 350/3500 Pickups. When properly equipped. See dealer for details.
7 Based on Class 5 Pickup-Based Conventional Cab Chassis Segment. When properly equipped with 

diesel engine. See dealer for details.
8 Classed based on 350/3500 pickups. See dealer for details.
9 Based on Class 3-5 Pickup-Based Conventional Cab Chassis Segment. Always check entire 

surroundings visually before proceeding.
10 Based on Class 3-5 Pickup-Based Conventional Cab Chassis Segment.


